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SUBJECT: HAITIAN MEETING NOTES

1. THE ATTACHED IS PROVIDED FYI.
TO: G-O
FROM: G-OLE

SUBJ: Haitian AMIO Update

1. On 29 May, at the request of G-O, a meeting was held at DOS to review a recent case (13-17 May) which took five days and an NSC/PCC to decide the ultimate destination of 70 interdicted Haitians. Attendees were DOS/ARA, CG, and INS.

2. Result of meeting...DOS will provide INS updated summary of in-country conditions to assist in making "better and more timely" screening for refugee asylum claims...DOS msg follow up attached. DOS and INS recognize problems extended stays on cutters create.

3.

4. Case summary and issue paper are attached. Have had one case this past week....handled without incident with all 56 being repatriated to PAP in a timely manner.
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